Product Name: DECOSTUCCO
Decorative Venice Plaster
Product Code: 107
DESCRIPTION
DECOSTUCCO is a prestigious decorative coating with particular effect for interior use.

SPECIFICATION
 DECOSTUCCO is a coating with high strength, good color stability over time and a high level
of transpiration.
 Special decorative effects can be obtained using DECOSTUCCO, such as: classic or antique
marble effect, flowered effect, rustic effect and many others, depending on the imagination
of the person applying the product.
 After application, the decorated surface remains breathable and washable
 DECOSTUCCO is non-hazardous if used according to its specifications.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Ensure that the surface is clean, dry and free from peeling paint or any substance that may
compromise adhesion.
IF there are defects on the surface, these should be smoothened with Sandeco Acrylic Putty
Prime the surface using the specific decorative primer Sandeco Decoprimer
DECOSTUCCO should be well mixed before it is applied.
DECOSTUCCO can be applied using a steel trowel for filling and levelling the undercoat, and putty
knives of various different sizes for the topcoat. Apply 3 coats of product (2 base coats + 1 finishing
coat).
Apply one or more coats of the product using the trowel, filling and levelling in order to obtain a
smooth and even surface. Allow 5 hours between one application and the next, rubbing down each
time with abrasive paper. Apply the finishing coat using the steel putty knife. This operation can be
performed by taking only a small amount of the product at a time and applying it with quick, firm
strokes of the putty knife. After 5 minutes, the surface can be polished, repeatedly passing the knife
back and forth in an oscillatory motion, pressing on the surface. In order to enhance the level of gloss
of the finish, it is recommended that the surface. Make sure that both the ambient temperature and
the substrate temperature are between +5 °C and +35°C.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES & PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
COLOURS
DENSITY
VISCOSITY
PH
VOLUME SOLIDS, %
GLOSS GRADE
FLASH POINT
THINNING
DRYING TIME
CONSUMPTION
TEMPERATURE FOR APPLICATION
APPLICATION TOOLS
SIZES & PACKAGING
STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE
WARNING

Available in a range of SANDECO special color card
which can be further increased with special colors
1,72 ± 0,02 gr/cm³
115- 125 KU
8-9
74 ± 2
Matt
Non-flammable

Water
Dry-to-touch, 2-3 hours / In depth,24 Hours (recorded at
23°C)
Depending on porosity of surface and environmental
conditions
0.500 - 0.700 kg/m²

+ 5 °C - + 35 °C
Varnish Brush
1KG - 5KG -10 KG
1 year, unopened in cool frost-free conditions
Keep out of the reach of children. Avoid contact with skin
and eyes.
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